Private GODDESS Sessions
By cotton candi

Please note: Everything I receive from you (money, gifts, etc) is for my time and companionship ONLY.
Everything that happens between us during our meeting is a free decision of two consenting adults.

Information on this site is not an advertisement for solicitation of prostitution. Money exchanged is
a legal adult personal service for time and companionship and fetish domination ONLY. Anything
else that may or may not happen is a matter of personal choice between two consenting adults of
legal age.

By calling or contacting me, Goddess aka Cotton Candi, you acknowledge you have read and understand,
as well as agree to the terms and conditions clearly outlined and are not a member of law enforcement or
affiliated with law enforcement and/or it’s agencies with intentions to entrap or arrest the individual in
this documentation.

How does one request their location as a point of interest for potential travel?

Simply refer to my travel schedule on my calendar on http://cottoncandicom. Shoot me an email and let
me know where you are, what kind of session you seek, your desired session rate, and when you can set
up airfare or hotel accommodations or both.

What types of sessions and experience does Goddess provide?

From light domination, to corporal punishment, private and public Humiliation/Financial
Exploitation, small penis ridicule, cbt, sissification/feminization, forced cross dressing, foot-shoe-heelboot/body/ass worship, face-sitting/smothering/squashing, trampling, financial domination/piggy
training, Slut Training/Maid and Sissy Training, Shopping/Outing With Slaves, Spankings
(flogger/paddle/hairbrush / slipper) Classic OTKS, prolonged or trial, Domestic

discipline, Tease/Denial, Strap On Play, Voyeurism (watch your Goddess with another man or
woman), Cuckold & more.
.

Also the services listed on this site are merely mentioned as points of interest open for
conversational purposes during our experience. I reserve the right to refuse service for any
reason. I do not entertain anything including or referenced to children, bestially or animals, death
play, suffocation/affixations or blood play.

What is the donation required for Goddess time?

If you wish to serve in larger bulks of time, a flat rate can be provided upon request. If you request
specific travel or accommodations a deposit of 50% is required and can be supplied with one of the
following ways to pay:

$400… 1 Hour $500… 2 Hours $600… 3 Hours $700… 4 Hours $850… 5 Hours $1500… Overnight (8 Hours) $2500… Day (24 Hours) –
You want to give up your money to me, but you aren’t sure how? Here is where you will find a list of options to choose
from. You shouldn’t require further instruction after looking over this page in its ENTIRETY.

MoneyGram Services:
This service can be done online via MONEYGRAM.com, via telephone 1-800-MONEYGRAM or you can locate your local
MoneyGram retail location via the website taking cash and filling out the following form:

Receive code: 5860
Account information 4492740010780839
Company name: Accountnow

MoneyPak RELOAD

It’s real simple. You go to the retail store, pay with CASH plus $4.95 reload fee and give the verification code to me.

Any attempt to negotiate these rates or ask for a discount is gauche and will be grounds for refusal
of service. Please find a Goddess within your means if my rates are too much for your budget.

In call is where you come to me. Outcall is where I go to you.

I kindly request that you to treat me to a meal during dates that last longer than five hours.

I kindly request that you reimburse me for self-parking/valet expenses during an outcall appointment.

Longer dates are available. Please, contact me to discreetly inquire about the donation and availability.

I am an excellent traveling companion. Please, contact me about the donation and availability for
traveling with you. Yes I do have a passport!

*NO DRUGS. Non-negotiable. No Smoking, my hotel accommodations will be a non-smoking room.

